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Suppose two distant observers Alice and Bob share a pure
biparticle entangled state secretly chosen from a set, it is
shown that Alice (Bob) can probabilistic concentrate the state
to a maximally entangled state by applying local operations
and classical communication (LQCC) if and only if the states
in the set share the same marginal density operator for her
(his) subsystem. Applying this result, we present probabilistic
superdense coding and show that perfect purification of mixed
state is impossible using only LQCC on individual particles.
PACS numbers: 03.67-a, 03.65.Bz, 89.70.+c
The deep ways that quantum information differs from
classical information involve the properties, implications,
and uses of quantum entanglement [1]. As a useful physi-
cal resource of quantum information, entanglement plays
a key role for quantum computation [2], quantum tele-
portation [3], quantum superdense coding [4] and certain
types of quantum cryptography [5]. The manipulation
of entangled states, that is, the transformations between
different entanglements, may have fundamental impor-
tance in quantum information theory. Attempts have
been made to uncover the fundamental laws of the ma-
nipulations under local quantum operations and classical
communication (LQCC) [6− 21]. A remarkable process
involving such manipulations is concentration of entan-
glement [6− 10]. To function optimally, many applica-
tions of entanglement [2− 5] require maximally entan-
gled states. Unfortunately interactions with the environ-
ment always occur, and will degrade the quality of the
entanglement. But the environment does not always de-
stroy entanglement completely. The resulting states may
still contain some residual entanglement. The task is
then to concentrate this residual entanglement with the
aim of obtaining maximally entangled states.
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All previous entanglement manipulation protocols only
deal with a known finite-dimensional entangled state
shared by distant observers Alice, Bob, Clair, etc. Thus
a natural question arises: may we manipulate a set of
entangled states only by same LQCC, just like quantum
clone [22 − 25]? Then, if can, what property character-
izes the set of entangled states to be transformed? In
this letter, we will investigate the problem with the ex-
ample probabilistic entanglement concentration in bipar-
tite system [6, 9]. It is shown that two pure bipartite
entangled states shared by distant observers Alice and
Bob in Hilbert space CN ⊗ CN of a composite system
AB can be probabilistic concentrated to the maximally
entangled states by the same LQCC if and only if they
share the same marginal density operator ρA or ρB for
Alice’s or Bob’s subsystem and the local operations must
be performed on corresponding subsystem. The result
means that Alice (Bob) can not probabilistically concen-
trate entangled states that are different in her (his) local
observation.
Suppose Alice and Bob share a pure bipartite entan-
gled state secretly chosen from a set. For a bipartite
state |Ψ〉AB acting on CN ⊗ CN of a composite sys-
tem AB, its Schmidt decomposition has the standard
form |Ψ〉AB =
N∑
i=1
√
λi |i〉A |i〉B, where 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1,∑
i λi = 1, and |i〉A (|i〉B) form an orthogonal basis for
system A (B). Here we denote λi are ordered decreas-
ingly, i.e., λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN . Note that all phases
have been absorbed in the definition of the states |i〉A
so that the λi are positive real numbers. Furthermore a
general pure bipartite entangled state can be represented
as |ϕ〉AB = UA ⊗ UB |Ψ〉AB, where UA and UB are local
unitary transformations by Alice and Bob respectively.
Obviously |ϕ〉AB and |Ψ〉AB share same Schmidt decom-
position coefficients. The marginal density operators for
Alice’s and Bob’s subsystems are defined respectively as
ρA = trB |ϕ〉 〈ϕ| and ρB = trA |ϕ〉 〈ϕ|. The standard N -
dimensional maximally entangled state can be denoted
as |ΦN 〉AB = 1√N
N∑
i=1
|i〉A |i〉B. Similarly all the states
1
UA ⊗ UB |ΦN 〉AB are also maximally entangled states.
Theorem 1: Two different pure entangled states can
be probabilistic concentrated to the maximally entangled
state by the same LQCC if and only if they share same
marginal density operators ρA or ρB for Alice’s or Bob’s
subsystem.
Proof: Generally, the two states to be concentrated
can be represented as |Ψ〉AB =
N∑
i=1
√
λi |i〉A |i〉B and
(UA ⊗ UB) |Ω〉AB = (UA ⊗ UB)
N∑
i=1
√
µi |i〉A |i〉B. The
most general scheme of entanglement manipulations of
a bipartite pure entangled state involves local operations
of respective system and two-way communications be-
tween Alice and Bob. The local operations can be repre-
sented as generalized measurements, described by opera-
tors Ak and Bl on each system, satisfying the condition∑
k A
+
k Ak ≤ IN and
∑
l B
+
l Bl ≤ IN , where IN is the
unit operator of Alice or Bob subsystem. The LQCC
protocols we consider map the initial state |ϕ〉AB 〈ϕ| to
the maximally entangled state
∣∣∣Φ′N〉
AB
〈
Φ
′
N
∣∣∣ = ∑kl Ak ⊗Bl |ϕ〉AB 〈ϕ|A+k ⊗B+l
Tr
(∑
kl Ak ⊗Bl |ϕ〉AB 〈ϕ|A+k ⊗B+l
) .
(1)
The initial and final states are pure, it follows that
Ak ⊗Bl |ϕ〉AB =
√
pkl
∣∣∣Φ′N〉
AB
, (2)
with non-negative probability pkl satisfying pkl =
Tr
(
Ak ⊗Bl |ϕ〉AB 〈ϕ|A+k ⊗B+l
)
.
We first prove Theorem 1 with the assumption that
only Alice execute the generalized measurement. Any
operation in quantum mechanics can be represented by a
unitary-reduction evolution U together with a measure-
ment. We demand the output states of the concentrat-
ing machine are pure maximally entangled states. This
requires the measurement should be performed postse-
lectively. We introduce a probe P in a nP -dimensional
Hilbert space (nP ≥ 2), and denote orthonormal states of
the probe P as |Pi〉. The concentrations may be success-
ful for several |Pi〉 and the output states should always
be the maximally entangled state for each |Pi〉, although
it may not be the standard form. Any unitary operator
V performed on Bob’s subsystem to the maximally en-
tangled state is equivalent to the transpose V + by Alice.
So after the measurement Alice can always transfer the
output states of system AB into the standard form and
we need only consider the following evolution:
(UAP ⊗ IB) |Ψ〉AB |P0〉 =
√
γ |ΦN 〉AB |P1〉+
√
1− γ |ω〉AB |P0〉 .
(3)
We measure the probe P after the evolution. The
concentrating attempt succeeds if and only if the mea-
surement output of the probe is P1. With probability
γ of success, this measurement projects the composite
system AB into the maximally entangled state |ΦN 〉AB.
The parameters γ is called the concentrating efficiency.
Lo and Sopescu [9] have shown the maximum probabil-
ity γmax = NλN . Thus if we demand the concentrat-
ing probability is no-zero, the minimum of Schmidt de-
composition coefficients λN should be greater than zero.
Our task remains to search the sufficient and necessary
conditions for that the state (UA ⊗ UB) |Ω〉AB can also
be probabilistic concentrated by operator (UAP ⊗ IB)
with the same postselective measurement. Obviously
(IA ⊗ UB) does not influence the marginal density op-
erator for Alice’s subsystem that yields the interchange
(UAP ⊗ IB) (IA ⊗ UB) |Ω〉AB (4)
= (IA ⊗ UB) (UAP ⊗ IB) |Ω〉AB .
The interchange above does not violate the unitarity of
the operator since if we use the state AB 〈Ψ|
(
U+AP ⊗ IB
)
to make inner-product with both sides of Eq. (4), the
equation still preserve. So we need only consider the
state (UA ⊗ IB) |Ω〉AB. We first introduce two unitary
operators of Bob’s side which help to describe the prop-
erty of operator UAP ⊗ I. Define operators Tk and Si
which act as follows:
Tk |j〉 = |(j + k)mod d〉 ,
Si |j〉 = (−1)δij |j〉 .
Together with Eq. (3) and (4), the linearity of the op-
erators yields
(UAP ⊗ I)
√
4λk |k〉A |n〉B |P0〉 (5)
= (UAP ⊗ I)
(
I ⊗ (I − Sn)T(n−k) mod d
) |Ψ〉AB |P0〉
→ √γ (I ⊗ (I − Sn)T(n−k) mod d) |ΦN 〉AB |P1〉
=
√
4γ/N |k〉A |n〉B |P1〉 .
Supposing UA =
∑
i,j
aij |i〉 〈j|, we derive the evolution
equation of state (UA ⊗ IB) |Ω〉AB on the unitary opera-
tion (UAP ⊗ IB) as
(UAP ⊗ I) (UA ⊗ I) |Ω〉AB |P0〉 (6)
= (UAP ⊗ I)
(
N∑
k=1
√
µk
(
N∑
i=1
aik |i〉A |k〉B
))
|P0〉
2
→
√
γ
N
N∑
k=1
N∑
i=1
aik
√
µk
λi
|i〉A |k〉B |P1〉 .
If the local unitary operator UAP ⊗IB can concentrate
both the states |Ψ〉AB and (UA ⊗ IB) |Ω〉AB, the final
state of system AB in Eq. (6) should be the maximally
state, which means that
N∑
i=1
a∗ikail
√
µk
λi
√
µl
λi
= Cδkl (7)
where C is a constant. Denote matrix µ =
diag (µ1, µ2, ..., µN ), λ = diag (λ1, λ2, ..., λN ), Eq. (7)
is equivalent to the following matrix equation
Cλ = UAµU
+
A (8)
Since the eigenvalues of matrix µ are invariant on the
unitary transformation UA and
∑
i λi = 1,
∑
i µi = 1,
Eq. (8) can be rewritten as
λ = UAµU
+
A = µ, (9)
Consequently,
ρA =
∑
i
λi |i〉 〈i| = UA
(∑
i
µi |i〉 〈i|
)
U+A = ρ
′
A (10)
where ρA = trB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ|
and ρ
′
A = trB (UA ⊗ I) |Ω〉 〈Ω|
(
U+A ⊗ I
)
are the marginal
density operators for Alice’s subsystem. So we have
proven the necessary condition. Since UAµU
+
A = µ, it
can be easily proven that the operation UA is equivalent
to the transposed operation U+A done by Bob. Because
of the interchange of Eq. (4), Eq. (6) can be realized in
physical means, so we prove the sufficient condition.
Now the remained problem needed to be considered is
whether the generalized measurement in Bob side could
make it possible to concentrate both the two states. Con-
sider the following facts1
Ak ⊗Bl |Ψ〉AB =
(
AkV
A
l Bl ⊗ V Bl
) |Ψ〉AB , (11)
1Given any pure biparticle state |Ψ〉
AB
shared by Alice and
Bob and any complete set of projection operators
{
PBobl
}
’s
by Bob, there exists a complete set of projection operators{
PAlicel
}
’s by Alice and, for each outcome l, a direct product
of local unitary transformations UAl ⊗U
B
l such that, for each
l (
I ⊗ PBobl
)
|Ψ〉
AB
=
(
U
A
l ⊗ U
B
l
) (
P
Alice
l ⊗ I
)
|Ψ〉
AB
(Ak ⊗Bl) (UA ⊗ UB) |Ω〉AB
=
(
AkUAH
A
l BlUB ⊗HBl
) |Ω〉AB ,
where V Al , V
B
l , H
A
l and H
B
l are local unitary operations.
Above two equations means that Ak can concentrate both
states
(
V Al Bl ⊗ I
) |Ψ〉AB and (UAHAl BlUB ⊗ I) |Ω〉AB
to the maximally entanglement states. From above proof
we know states (Bl ⊗ I) |Ψ〉AB and (BlUB ⊗ I) |Ω〉AB
must have same Schmidt decomposition coefficients.
Generally we could write
(Bl ⊗ I) |Ψ〉AB =
√
ε (E1 ⊗ F1)
N∑
i=1
√
κi |i〉 |i〉 , (12)
(BlUB ⊗ I) |Ω〉AB =
√
ǫ (E2 ⊗ F2)
N∑
i=1
√
κi |i〉 |i〉 ,
where Ei ⊗ Fi are local unitary operations, ε and ǫ are
the probabilities of success. Above two equations could
be represented using matrixes as
Bl
√
λ =
√
εE1
√
κF+1 , (13)
BlUB
√
µ =
√
ǫE2
√
κF+2 ,
where κ = diag (κ1, κ2, ..., κN ). Thus we obtain
T+κT = F2κF
+
2 , (14)
where T =
√
ε
ǫ
F+1
√
λ−1UB
√
µE+2 F2. Eq. (14) means
that T is unitary, it follows
ε
ǫ
UBµU
+
B = λ. (15)
Since
∑
i λi = 1,
∑
i µi = 1, we get ε = ǫ, µ = λ, ρB =
ρ
′
B and complete the proof.
So far we have proven Theorem 1, which gives a nec-
essary and sufficient condition to determine whether two
states can be probabilistic concentrated or not by same
local actions and classical communication. For general
situation the theorem indicate that the ordered Schmidt
coefficients of the states to be concentrated must be same.
But the two states need not to be same, there can exist
unitary transformations on both Alice’s and Bob’s sides.
While arbitrary on Bob’s (Alice’s) side, the unitary op-
erator on Alice’s (Bob’s) side must preserve the density
matrix ρA (ρB). That means only when there exist some
coefficients satisfying λi = λi+1, the unitary operator UA
(UB) can be no-unit.
In the following we will apply above consequence to
discuss some problems. With the proof above it is obvi-
ous that quantum superdense coding can be generalized
to the probabilistic situation. In Eq. (4) we suppose
3
Bob has four choices to perform UB i.e. {I, σx, iσy, σz},
just like that in the original paper [4]. Bob still send
his particle to Alice after he has performed UB. Alice’s
task is then to identify the four states, whose optimal
probability had been obtained by Duan and Guo [25].
In all there are two fundamentally different types of
concentration protocols: collectively and individually:
those acting on individual pairs of entangled particles
and those acting collectively on many pairs. In the proof
of Theorem 1 we also showed the following important
result:
Proposition: Two different entangled states cannot
be transferred into the same maximally entangled state
by the same LQCC on individual pairs.
While one can always, with finite probability, bring an
individual entangled pure state to a maximally entangled
state using only local operation, we show
Theorem 2 : It is impossible to purify the mixed state
to the maximally entangled state by LQCC on individual
pairs. That also means perfect probabilistic teleportation
using mixed state is impossible.
Proof: The proof is simple. Now consider a given
mixed state ρ, generally we can use the spectral decom-
position of the state ρ =
∑
i pi |ψi〉 〈ψi|. Proposition
indicates that the different decomposition term |ψi〉 of
mixed state ρ can never be transferred into same pure
states, which means ρ cannot be concentrated into a pure
entangled state by LQCC on individual pairs. In fact Lin-
den et al. [10] have shown that it is impossible to purify
singlets, or even increase the fidelity of a Werner den-
sity matrix infinitesimally, by any combination of local
actions and classical communication acting on individ-
ual pairs. Our proof is more direct and general for high
dimensional situation. This result is surprising because
we expect entanglement to be a property of each pair
individually rather than a global property of many pairs.
In summary, we have shown the pure bipartite entan-
gled states secretly chosen from a set in Hilbert space
CN ⊗ CN can be probabilistic concentrated to the max-
imally entangled states by the same LQCC if and only if
they share same marginal density operator for one of the
two parties. The physical meaning of this consequence
is that both Alice and Bob cannot probabilistic concen-
trate two states which are different to her (his) obser-
vation. Using this result we proposed the probabilistic
superdense coding and showed that perfect purification
of mixed state is impossible using only LQCC on indi-
vidual particles.
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